Designing massively parallel optical computers: a case study.
This paper presents a case study in the design and analysis of a massively parallel optical computer, SPARO, a novel scalable computer intended for symbolic and numeric computing. SPARO was designed for fine-grained parallel processing of combinator graph reduction, a special case of the graph reduction computational model, found most appropriate for parallel optical processing in earlier studies. The architecture consists of a planar array of optical processors that communicate through simple messages (data packets) over an optical interconnection network. A technique called instruction passing is used to realize distributed control of the architecture. Instruction passing can also be used to implement complex structures such as recursion and iteration. Each individual processor in SPARO is a finite state machine that is implemented using symbolic substitution techniques, while gateable interconnects are used to realize data movements between the processors and network. Performance analysis of SPARO reveals that while discrete computing structures can be implemented using optical techniques, massively parallel optical architectures for traditional computational models are currently unable to compete with electronic ones due to the lack of large scale addressable optical memory devices and large scale integratable optical computing elements. However, optical interconnections appear very promising for providing the network throughput necessary for these parallel architectures.